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S U M M A R Y 

The Te Henga area contains the largest concentration of archaeological sites 
of any district in the Waitakere Ranges. This reflects the importance this area 
held for the Maori , because of its abundance of natural resources, its excellent 
cultivation sites and because of its location on the Tasman coast midway 
between the Manukau and Waitemata Harbours. The area was presumably 
permanently occupied for many centuries, although a number of the coastal sites 
appear to be those of short-term food-gathering parties. Several of the sites are 
important in traditional Maori history. 

Seventy-five sites are recorded and include numerous pa, pits and terraces, 
occupational sites, rock shelters, cultivation sites, middens, and burial sites. The 
major sites are described in detail and appear to be clustered in three areas: along 
the coastline, around Bethells Swamp, and around Lakes Wainamu and 
Kawaupaka. This area contains perhaps the best preserved examples in the 
Waitakere Ranges of an island pa, an inland headland pa, a cave shelter and stone 
retaining walls. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The Te Henga district is in the northern Waitakere Ranges (Fig. 1), 25km 
west o f Auckland. This paper records all the archaeological sites known from 
around the lower Waitakere Valley — Te Henga Beach — inland lakes area. The 
survey covers a 7km length of coastline from Cannibal Creek to Te Waharoa Bay 
(Fig. 2), and extends 4-5km inland to the head of Bethells Swamp and Lake 
Wainamu. No additional sites are known further inland up the Waitakere River 
or Wainamu Stream. 

The sites listed and described include many that were first located by J .T .D . 
during periodic visits since the 1930's. These sites were relocated together with 
many more during a comprehensive survey of the area by us both in January and 
February, 1977. Today the area is covered by a variety of vegetation types that 
variously affected our ability to locate and describe sites. Much of the area 
around Lake Wainamu and north and west of Bethells Swamp is grassed 
farmland, which greatly assisted in site location. Apart from the dunes behind Te 
Henga beach, most o f the remaining area is in compacted coastal scrub, thick 
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manuka and gorse or patches o f maturing bush, all o f which somewhat inhibited 
the location o f sites. Addit ional sites are certainly still hidden beneath some of 
the most impenetrable thick scrub. 

With the changing vegetation, sites that in the 1930's were in grass and clearly 
visible have now been obscured by thick scrub. In other places, sites that 40 
years ago were unknown because of dense scrub cover are now easily found 
under high canopied bush or in open farmland. Similarly, coastal erosion and 
moving dune sands have now removed or buried several sites (e.g. N41/17, 138) 
that were well exposed a decade ago. Changing farming patterns that have 
removed cattle from an area, have converted two terraces (N41/101, 102) which 
in the mid 1960's had little ground cover and were covered in shell midden into 
a mass of thick grass that hides all but a fraction of the extensive middens. 

Sites have been classified into the types recommended by Daniels (1970) 
except that pa has been used not only for sites with ditch and bank defences but 
also for large pit/terrace complexes located on topographic features that provide 
natural defences (e.g. island, h i l l , cliff-top), requiring only minor man-made 
protection. 

Site numbers used in this paper are those of the New Zealand Archaeological 
Association's Record File. More detailed site descriptions and locations have 
been lodged in this file. 

B R I E F H I S T O R Y 

The history o f the Maori people of the Waitakere Ranges prior to the 
eighteenth century is confused and not clearly understood. The Ngaoho, Ngati 
Awa and finally Kawerau tribes occupied the area at different times during at 
least the five centuries prior to 1700 (Sheffield 1963). 

The earliest reliably dated event involving the Te Henga district are the two 
raids upon the Kawerau inhabitants by the Ngati Whatua led by the great chief, 
Kawharu, some time between 1680 and 1730. Kawharu led two raids into the 
Waitakeres; the first was less impressive than the second in which he sacked all 
the pa down the coast in his "stripping conquest" (Smith 1897, p. 68; Diamond 
1966, p. 203). Two pa in the Te Henga area were occupied by the Kawerau at 
that time and were sacked. These were the Swamp Pa (N41/19) and Ihumoana 
Island Pa (N41/48). 

The Kawerau who escaped Kawharu's warriors, presumably by hiding in the 
rugged Waitakeres' bush, continued to occupy the ranges for two more centuries. 
Te Henga was one of the few areas occupied by Maoris when European settlers 
arrived in the 1850's. 

Post-European Maori occupation sites in the area are Okaihau settlement 
(N41/16), Waiti settlement (N41/18) and Parawai Pa (N41/122). The last Maoris 
left Te Henga in the 1950's. In early post-European times, a cross and savage old 
Maori , called Pareoha, lived in the southern part o f the area surveyed. He lived 
by himself in the basin above Cannibal Creek falls, where he had his own 
cultivations (N41/27) and dried his fish (Bethell 1968). Pareoha is reputed to 
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Fig. 2. Map of the Te Henga district showing archaeological sites. Numbers are those o f the 
New Zealand Archaeological Association Record File for N Z M S 1, Sheet N41 . 

have eaten human flesh and Cannibal Creek is named after him. 

SITES A S S O C I A T E D W I T H R E C O R D E D H I S T O R Y 

Swamp Pa (N41/19) 
A pa built on poles in Bethells Swamp is recorded by several early authorities 

on Maori history (Smith 1897; Best 1927; White 1940). The exact site is 
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unknown but Maori residents in the area in the 1920's and 1930's thought it was 
opposite Parawai Pa point. John White, one o f the earliest Europeans in the area 
and a notable authority on the Maori people, writes of the pa as described to 
him by the Kawerau: "The pa was situated in a bog of raupo, and had been built 
on totara posts. The fence had been built on a stage of pieces of split wood tied 
with torotoro and was very strong. The fencing was continued all round the 
stage and down into the water as far as the ground so that no enemy could dive 
under the pa and set fire to i t . " (White 1940, p. 277). 

The pa is reputed to have been sacked by Kawharu and the Ngati Whatua, 
during the "stripping conquest" of the Waitakeres around 1700. Kawharu swam 
and waded his men out to the pa during the night and took the pa by surprise at 
dawn (Smith 1897, p. 68). 

Ihumoana Island Pa (N41/48) 
Traditional Maori history records that an old Maori chief named Waitakere 

was murdered on this island and his body removed for culinary purposes (Vaile 
1939, p. 14). His name first became associated with Te Henga beach (Waitakere 
Bay), then Waitakere River and finally the Ranges. 

Ihumoana Island Pa is also reputed to have been captured by Kawharu during 
his "stripping conquest". The island is surrounded by the sea at full tide but 
joined to the mainland by sand at low water. Its slightly terraced top and 
landward side have a natural defence of cliffs right round (Fig. 3). There was 

Fig. 3. Photograph of Ihumoana Island viewed from Erangi Point, in the north-west. The pa 
(N41/48) was situated on the flat top and down the landward (left-hand) slope. 
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Fig 4. Photograph from Plum Pudding (N41/133) looking north-east over Lake Wainamu, 
with Te Henga sand dunes forming a barrier at the end of the lake. Small clusters of pits 
(N41/124-127) occur along the ridges on the north side of the lake. 

only one path by which it could be entered and one man could hold off a crowd 
of attackers i f armed with a spear as the enemy needed both hands to climb up 
the cl i f f (White 1940, p. 211). Tradition records a spring of clear water at the 
top of the pa, but there is none there today and it is more likely that the water 
referred to was seasonal seepage around the top of the landward cliffs. 

Parawai Pa(N41/122) 
This small pa was built in the early 1820's when the Ngapuhi from the north 

were raiding the area, using muskets purchased from Europeans. The pa was 
built at the end of a low point that juts out into Bethells Swamp. It consists o f a 
platform and terrace 5m above the swamp and surrounded on all four sides by 
vertical scarps (Fig. 5). On top of the scarps were palisades padded with bundles 
of flax to help stop the bullets. When the first Europeans arrived in 1858, eight 
families of Maoris (40-50 people) were living on this pa, but later it was 
abandoned. 

This is the only post-European pa known to have been built in the Waitakere 
Ranges, and differs from most o f the others in the possession of ditch and scarp 
defences. 
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Fig. 5. Plan, east-west section, and schematic diagram of Parawai Pa (N41/122). This pa was 
built in the 1820's on a low headland jutting out into Bethells Swamp. 

A R C H A E O L O G I C A L SITES 

Pa 
The eighteen pa sites o f this area can be classified according to their 

topographic position (Golson and Green 1958) into one swamp, one cliff-top, 
two island, two ridge-peak, three hi l l and nine headland (three coastal, six 
inland). 

The swamp pa (N41/19) has been described already and no remains can be 
found today. 
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Type Number 

Pa 18 
Terraces 1 
Pits 13 
Pits/Terraces 5 
Pits/Midden 1 
Terraces/Midden 4 
Cultivation Sites 2 

Lookouts 1 
Lookout/Cult ivation Site 1 
Occupation Site 2 
Occupation Si te /Find Spot 1 
Midden 11 
Midden/Find Spot 1 
Rock Shelter 1 
Rock/Shelter/Midden 3 
Cave Shelter/Midden 1 
Burial Caves 3 
Burial Clefts 2 

Burial Ledge 1 
Burial Site/Midden 2 
Sunken Canoes 1 

T O T A L 75 

Table 1. Number of different types of site recorded from the Te Henga district 

The cliff-top pa (N41/149) is perched 150m above Te Waharoa Bay. This 
small, double unit pa (Buist 1965) has sandstone cliffs along the west and 
sandstone scarps on the south. A 2m deep, 2m wide ditch with outer bank 
protects the north side and possibly also the east. A n abandoned farm road, as 
well as the present one, have destroyed the eastern side of the pa. 

The island pa on Kauwahaia and Ihumoana Islands (N41/1 , 48) are both 
completely surrounded by sheer cliffs with the lowest cliffs (about 5m) on the 
landward side. The only access is by climbing up these low cliffs. Both islands 
have flattened areas on top and steeply sloping terraced landward sides above the 
low cliffs (Fig. 3). Large heaps of shell midden occur over these terraced slopes. 
Ihumoana Island pa is important historically but its earthworks are poorly 
defined and partly covered by buildings. Kauwahaia Island (Fig. 6) is the best 
preserved example of an island pa along the Waitakere coastline. Its pits and 
terraces are distinct, largely because the island vegetation has never been 
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removed. Petrel burrows have caused the only major damage. Kauwahaia was 
occupied for some time, as indicated by the large quantity of shell and also by 
infilled pits. These pits, infilled with layers of cooking debris and sand, are 
exposed at the top of the northern cliffs. 

One o f the two ridge-peak pa is Koropot ik i (N41/123) on a ridge south of 
Bethells Swamp. It has an elongate platform and many terraces (Fig. 7) along 
the ridge crest and down its north-western side. Pits occur on the platform and 
three of the terraces. Shell midden occurs down the bluffed eastern side. The 
second ridge peak pa (N41/135) is sited on the highest point of the ridge 
between Lakes Kawaupaka and Wainamu. This pa is unique in the Waitakere 
Ranges and Auckland Isthmus in the possession of stone retaining walls around 
its platform and four large terraces (Fig. 8). The retaining walls are l-2m high 
and have fil l packed in behind to form the outer parts of the terraces. Many of 
the walls are now collapsed but in several places they are still standing intact. 
Four pits occur on the platform and have been partly dug and partly built using 
fill around the rims. 

Two of the three hi l l pa, N41/112 and N41/49 (Puketotara) are in the north 
and have large flattened areas on top (Fig. 9) with a few pits covering only a 
small portion of the flat land. Puketotara has an elongate (175m long) flattened 
and terraced top with bluffs along the northern and western sides and steep 
slopes on the other two. N41/112 is 80 x 50m with two transverse terraces along 
the north rim, and is surrounded on the other three sides by steep slopes. The 
third hi l l pa (N41/142) is in the south above the falls and cultivated basin 
(N41/27) in Cannibal Creek. It is surrounded by bluffs and steep slopes on all 
sides and has several pits and terraces on top. 

Two (N41/30, 42) of the coastal headland pa occur on small headlands above 
O'Nei l l Bay (Figs 10, 11). These two pa each consist of a narrow, flattened and 
terraced top of a headland, with one and two pits on them. They are typical of 
small Waitakere coast pa sites with no ditch or scarp defences (Diamond 1961, 
1963). Each has cliffs or steep slopes around three sides and rises steeply behind 

Fig. 7. Plan of ridge peak pa, Koropot ik i (N41/123), between Bethells Swamp and Waiti 
Stream. 
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Fig. 8. Plan and north-south section of ridge peak pa (N41/135), between Lakes 
Kawaupaka and Wainamu. Platform and terraces have stone retaining walls. 

on the landward side. Small patches of midden occur down the sides of the 
headlands. 

The third headland pa (N41/45) is on Kotau Point, between Erangi Point and 
Ihumoana Island, and is surrounded on three sides by cliffs that drop vertically 
away to the sea. The low headland is terraced on the north-west side with only a 
little shell midden scattered about. This pa is one of the few on the Waitakere 
coast to have a defensive ditch. The ditch is 5m deep and 8m wide and has been 
dug in soft sandstone across the narrow ridge that joins the pa to the mainland. 

O f the six inland headland pa, one is Parawai Pa (N41/122), which has 
already been described (Figs 5, 12). Three of these headland pa are 50-100m 
above the level o f Bethells Swamp. N41/121 , above the Waitakere River arm of 
the swamp, contains numerous pits that cover only a small portion of the flat 
area. It is surrounded on three sides by sheer sandstone bluffs. N41/95 and 
N41/107 (Fig. 13), above the west side of the swamp, are on elongate headlands 
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Fig. 9. Hill pa around Bethells Swamp. UPPER - Plan and north-south section of N41/112, 
west side of the mouth of Mokoroa Stream. LOWER - Plan of Puketotara Pa (N41/49). 

with steep slopes on all but the uphill sides. Both have terraces and pits of 
varying sizes, including several large pits of about 8 x 5 x 1 . 5 m . The large pits 
and earthworks on N41/95 are very distinct (Fig. 12) and it has a narrow double 
ditch and bank defence across the northern end o f the spur. Shell is eroding 
from scattered middens over the upper slopes around N41/107. 

The two remaining headland pa occur above the south-west end o f Lake 
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Fig. 10. Coastal headland pa, O'Neill Bay. UPPER - Plan of N41/30. LOWER - Plan and 
east-west section of N41/42. 

Wainamu. N41/132 (Fig. 14) is a small pa sited on the crest of a narrow spur, 
70m above lake level. The main area (25 x 10m) consists o f several small terraces 
and a platform with three shallow pits (Fig. 14). A 3m deep trench is cut across 
the upslope end of the pa. N41/133 (Fig. 15) is larger and is sited atop high 
bluffs on a knol l known as Plum Pudding. The pa is divided into two parts by a 
natural rock scarp which separates the bluff-top platform and pits from a second 
cluster o f pits and terraces on the small ridge leading down to the saddle in the 
north-east. The pits on the bluff-top are shallow, elongate and arranged in rows. 
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Fig. 11. Photograph looking south over O'Neill Bay from Raetahinga Point, showing 
location of many of the coastal sites. 
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Fig. 12. Photograph looking south over headland pa (N41/95), with Bethells Swamp and 
several other sites behind. 



Fig. 13. Inland headland pa, north-west side of Bethells Swamp. U P P E R - Plan and 
north-south section o f N41/95. L O W E R - Plan o f N41/107. 

Terraces 
Terraces not associated with pa sites have been recorded only where there is 

definite evidence o f their use. Because o f the geomorphology of the area it is 
impossible in many places to distinguish natural terraces from man-made or 
modified terraces. It is certain that many of the unrecorded natural terraces were 
used as settlement sites, for temporary camping or for cultivations. 

Many natural (erosion, slump and stabilised sand-dune) terraces occur along 
the coastal strip from north Te Henga to Te Waharoa Bay. Shell midden is 
scattered over many (N41/6, 12, 28, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 143, 145, 146) 
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indicating their use by the Maori people. Two large terraces (N41/98) beside a 
small freshwater stream, above O'Nei l l Bay, have large karakas growing on them 
and appear to have been used for cultivations and possibly settled. 

Numerous natural slump terraces occur around the west side of Bethells 
Swamp, but the only evidence of their use is the presence of a cluster of pits 
(N41/109) and scattered shell (N41/148) around the edges of two of them. 

Another area with extensive flat terraces and platforms is in stabilised 
back-dunes around the north end of Lake Kawaupaka. A l l these would have 
made excellent settlement sites around the lake, although the burial ground 
(N41/17) nearby (Bethell 1968) may have deterred them. 

Pits 
Pits are common in this area and usually occur on high ground. When not 

associated with pa, they occur most often in small groups, although single, 
isolated pits have also been found. These pits are usually rectangular or square in 
plan view and were the bottom portion of storage buildings or dwellings. In 
several places, groups of pits are associated with terraces, but occupy only a 
small portion of the flat ground (e.g. N41/118, 130, 134 - Figs 16, 17). 
Scattered shell is common around these inland sites and they were probably used 
for settlements. 

Large pits (around 5 x 4 x l m ) are common in many sites (both pa and pit 
groups), especially around the hillsides north and west of Bethells Swamp. Shell 
refuse, thrown over the hillside directly downslope of several of these large pits 
(e.g. N41/107) suggests they may have been used for dwelling buildings. 

Around the north side of Lake Wainamu, which was probably in heavy bush, 
are four tight clusters of pits occupying all the available flat land (N41/124, 125, 
126, 127). These were probably kumara storage pits hidden up in the bush away 
from enemies. 

Circular pits occur at two sites. A cluster of six circular pits occur on the edge 
of a terrace beside the Bethells Swamp (N41/109, Fig. 18). A shallow ditch that 
runs across behind the pits on the uphill side was probably to direct runoff 
away from them. These pits were either the bottom portion of storage buildings 
having conical roofs (Graham 1922) or more probably the collapsed roofs of bell 
type subterranean pits (Daniels 1970). Eight circular pits occur on a spur above 
cliffs, north of Raetahinga Point (N41/144). They appear to have formed by the 
collapse of roofs o f cave type subterranean pits (Daniels 1970) that were dug 
into the firm sandstone. 

Caves and Rock Shelters 
Caves and rock shelters are uncommon outside rocky, hilly areas such as the 

Waitakere Ranges. The cave shelter (N41/104), beside Te Henga lagoon, has its 
floor thickly covered in shell midden. Near the cave opening the shell is stratified 
with earth brought in by successive slips in front of the entrance. Excavation of 
this cave midden could prove to be of considerable scientific value. 
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Fig. 18. Plan of cluster of circular pits (N41/109) and ditch behind, on north edge of 
terrace, west side of Bethells Swamp. 

Two excellent examples of large, coastal rock shelters with shell covered 
floors, are situated high above the sea at the foot o f cliffs at Wigmore Bay and 
Pareoha Bay (N41/139, 141). Two inland rock shelters, with the usual grove of 
karakas at their entrances (Diamond 1970) are in this area. The larger (N41/120) 
is a fine example with an extensive shell-covered floor and a small waterfall 
alongside. 

Karakas 
Groves o f karaka trees are associated with a large percentage of the 

archaeological sites of this area. These have presumably grown from the rejected 
stones of the karaka berries that were collected by the Maoris for food. Many of 
the karakas are old or mature specimens (up to 0.5m diameter), yet no 
dendroglyphs (tree carvings) were found despite extensive searching. 

Burial Sites 
Eight burial sites are known in this area but all have been rifled and many 

destroyed completely. Burials in rock caves, clefts and on ledges seem to have 
been very popular. Bethell (1968) tells how in early post-European times the 
local Maoris continued to bury their dead in the sand dunes near Lake 
Kawaupaka. 

Middens 
Middens are concentrated along the coastal strip but also occur inland 

associated with some of the pa, terraces and rock shelters. Contents o f the larger 
middens are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Contents of middens around Bethells area, a = abundant > 20%; c 
— common 

5-20%; o = occasional 1-5%; r = rare < 1%. 
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Amphibola crenata c o . 
Chione stuchburyi r c a C c r . 0 a 
Crassostrea glomerata r 
Dosinia anus o r 
Elminius plicatus r 0 r r 
Haliotis iris r 
Hyridella menziesi r . 
Lepsiella scobina r 
Lunella smaragda i) 0 0 
Melagraphia aethiops r 0 c 
Paphies australe a o n 0 a . c 
Paphies subtriangulatum r c . . . . a r r . . c c 
Paphies ventricosum c r 
Pecten novaezealandiae i 

Perna canaliculus a a a a a a . a a a a c a a c a a a a a 
Spisula aequilateralis r r r r . r r 
Thais orbita o a o c c c . c c C r c c o c a a c 0 
Xenostrobus pulex o . . o . c i) 0 o . t c 0 
Fish bone r o (1 o . 0 0 0 
Charcoal r o r (> 0 0 0 
Burnt stones r o r 0 a 0 

Species of shellfish found in middens in this area come from three distinct 
areas: 

West Coast Rocky Shores 
The most abundant shells overall are the mussel (Perna) and hopetea (Thais), 

both species o f which live in abundance on intertidal rocks of this area. Other 
species taken from the rocks and occurring sparsely in the middens are paua 
(Haliotis), oyster borer (Lepsiella), catseye (Lunella), dark top shell (Mela
graphia), small mussel (Xenostrobus) and barnacle (Elminius). 

West Coast Sandy Shores 
Species from sandy Te Henga beach and possibly Muriwai Beach in the north 

are common in only a few middens. The most abundant is Paphies subtriangula
tum (tua tua), which can be collected at low and mid-tide levels. Paphies 
ventricosum (toheroa) is only present in two middens. Two further species, 
Dosinia (ringed dosinia) and Spisula (small triangle shell), occur in several 
middens in small numbers. These can be collected from Te Henga beach sand 
only at extreme spring low tides. 
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Harbour Soft Shores 
Shellfish species from the sandy and muddy shores o f the Waitemata, 

Manukau or Kaipara Harbours are abundant in three middens and common in 
several others. Cockle (Chione) and pipi (Paphies australe) are the predominant 
shells from these harbour areas. The mud snail (Amphibola) is also common in 
some places (Diamond 1968), whereas the scallop (Pecten) only occurs in one 
midden. Oyster (Crassostrea) shells occur in the cave shelter (N41/104) and 
could only be collected in this way from oyster clusters in the harbours. 

Fish bones are common only in the larger piles of midden near the coast and 
are usually very close to rocky points that are popular fishing spots today. Burnt 
stones and charcoal in many middens indicate that the shellfish were cooked on 
these sites. N o charcoal or cooking stones occur with the pure pipi and cockle 
lenses in the cave shelter midden, indicating that these harbour shellfish were 
cooked before being carried overland to Te Henga. 

A N N O T A T E D LIST O F A R C H A E O L O G I C A L SITES 

Grid references are from N Z M S 1, Sheet N 4 1 , Waitakere, 3rd E d . , 1964 (e.g. 
964559). Distribution of the sites is shown in Fig. 2. 

N41/1 (964559) P A , Kauwahaia Island (Fig. 6). Natural cliffed defences; 
platform and twelve terraces down landward side; several 
pits; large quantity of shell. 

N41/6 (966558) M I D D E N / B U R I A L S I T E , O 'Nei l l Bay. Shell and 
occasionally skeletons eroding from foredune at south 
end of beach. 

N41/10 (971558) L O O K O U T / C U L T I V A T I O N S I T E , Taumaiti . Excellent 
views; large flat area used for cultivations. N o visual 
remains. 

N41/11 (963555) B U R I A L C A V E , Erangi Point. Completely destroyed. 
N41/12 (964556) T E R R A C E / M I D D E N , Erangi Point. Single terrace (6 x 

6m); scattered shell. 
N41/16 (972561) O C C U P A T I O N S I T E , Okaihau. Large natural terrace 

occupied in pre-European and post-European times. No 
pre-European remains. 

N41/17 (985554) B U R I A L G R O U N D / M I D D E N , Lake Kawaupaka. Shell, 
fish-bones, charcoal and human bones, periodically 
eroding from sand dunes. 

N41/18 (980560) O C C U P A T I O N SITE, Waiti Settlement. Occupied by 
Maoris in pre- and post-European times. N o visible 
remains. 

N41/19 (973571) S W A M P P A , Bethells Swamp. Site approximately 
located. N o remains. Of historical importance. 

N41/20 (975563) S U N K E N C A N O E S , Bethells Swamp. Maori dugout 
canoes, sunk in swamp in 1930's. N o trace. 
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N41/38 (988577) 

N41/48 (967553) 

N41/27 (985532) C U L T I V A T I O N SITE, Cannibal Creek. In warm basin 
above falls. Cultivated in pre- and post-European times. 
No remains. 

N41/28 (968559) T E R R A C E / M I D D E N , O 'Nei l l Bay. 100m above beach. 
Scattered shell around front edge of small terrace (16 x 
6m). 

N41/30 (965564) P A , Tangihau (Fig. 10). On headland, 30m above beach. 
150m long, slightly terraced top; two pits; shell. 

N41/34 (989558) M I D D E N / F I N D SPOT, Wainamu dunes. In sand dunes, 
400m from Lake Wainamu. Shell and artifacts found 
here. 
O C C U P A T I O N S I T E / F I N D SPOT, Raumati. On low 
headland projecting into Bethells Swamp. Pre-European 
occupation site; artifacts found here. 

N41/42 (968562) P A , O'Nei l l Bay (Fig. 10). On headland, 50m above 
beach. 50m long, narrow terraced top; one pit; shell. 

N41/45 (965554) P A , Kotau Point. On slightly terraced, low headland, 
with sheer sea cliffs on three sides. Di tch across 
landward end; shell on north side of terraces. 
P A , Ihumoana Island. On flat top and gently sloping 
landward side. Sheer sea cliffs on all sides; thick shell 
midden over landward slopes. O f historical importance. 

N41/49 (987586) P A , Puketotara (Fig. 9). On large, flat-topped h i l l . 
Terracing and five pits. 

N41/50 (995532) L O O K O U T , Kuataika. Good views. On narrow hil l top, 
possible slight terracing. 

N41/95 (972576) P A , above Bethells Swamp (Fig. 13). On high inland 
headland. Platform and six terraces; double ditch and 
bank across north end; seven pits, including two large 
ones (8 x 5 x 2m). 

N41/96 (972570) PITS, above Bethells Swamp. Two pits on small terrace 
on spur. 

N41/97 (962576) P I T / M I D D E N , cl iff edge of Table Top. 200m above sea 
level. Single pit (6 x 6 x l m ) ; small patch of eroding 
shell. 
T E R R A C E S , O 'Nei l l Bay. In steep valley, 50m above 
north end of beach. Two large terraces (30 x 40m; 40 x 
50m) with old karaka trees on them. Well suited for 
cultivation. 

N41/99 (967563) M I D D E N , O 'Nei l l Bay. Eroding from small back dune, 
100m behind beach. Shell lens (3 x 0.1m) beneath 
0.15m of sand. 

N41/100 (963555) M I D D E N , Erangi Point. In cutting beside track. Shell 
lens (1 x 0.03m) beneath 0.2m sandy soil. 

N41/98 (967565) 
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scattered over large 
eroding around its 

N41/101 (967556) M I D D E N , north Te Henga. Shell 
terrace (50m above beach) and 
western edge. 

N41/102 (968555) M I D D E N / T E R R A C E , north Te Henga. 50m above 
beach. Shell scattered over flat-topped point (20 x 20m); 
terrace (20 x 10m) on north side. 

N41/103 (970556) M I D D E N , north Te Henga. 70m above lagoon. Scattered 
shell eroding from soil beneath grove of karakas. 

N41/104 (968554) C A V E S H E L T E R / M I D D E N , Te Henga. At base of cliffs 
behind beach lagoon. Entrance beside waterfall and 
hidden by slip with karaka tree. Cave (17 x 2m, 1.5-4m 
high) has floor covered in shell (0.1-0.3m thick). 

N41/105 (969554) B U R I A L C A V E , Te Henga. Once held many bones, now 
rifled. 

N41/106 (966581) P I T S / T E R R A C E , above Bethells Swamp. On terraced 
spur by farm road. Three pits. 

N41/107 (968580) P A , above Bethells Swamp (Fig. 13). 120m of flattened 
ridge with nine terraces and seven pits (largest 6 x 5 x 
1.5m). Shell scattered over sides of ridge. 
C U L T I V A T I O N , above Bethells Swamp. Sheltered, 
gently-sloping, wide valley floor. Six shallow ditches run 
downslope and two across it. Cultivated in pre- and 
post-European times. 
C I R C U L A R PITS, beside Bethells Swamp (Fig. 18). On 
gently-sloping terrace edge, 25m above swamp. Six 
circular pits ( l m diameter) with shallow ditch around 
and above them. 
PITS, above Bethells Swamp. On small terraced 
40m above swamp. Four poorly preserved pits. 

N41/111 (974560) PITS, Taumaiti . On flattened knoll . Four pits. 
N41/112 (978589) P A , above Mokoroa Stream (Fig. 9). On large 

topped hi l l above mouth of Mokoroa Stream, 
terraces; eight pits along west side. 

N41/113 (983589) B U R I A L C L E F T , Mokoroa Stream. Bones found in cleft 
between boulders. 

N41/114 (983589) B U R I A L L E D G E , Mokoroa Stream. Bones and skulls 
originally arranged along rock ledge, part way up bluffs. 
A l l now destroyed by goats. 

N41/115 (978581) PITS, above Bethells Swamp. On spur, 30m above 
swamp. Two poorly preserved pits, 30m apart. 

N41/116 (983583) PITS, near Puketotara. On small knol l . Several terraces 
and two pits (largest 6 x 4 x 1.5m). 

N41/117 (985587) PITS, near Puketotara. On flat, near foot of western 
bluffs of Puketotara. Three pits. 

N41/118 (985582) P I T S / T E R R A C E S , above Bethells Swamp (Fig. 16). On 

N41/108 (967578) 

N41/109 (973573) 

N41/110 (972568) spur, 

flat-
Four 
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N41/119 

N41/120 

N41/121 

N41/122 

(999583) 

(999583) 

(001583) 

(977571) 

N41/123 (996572) 

N41/124 

N41/125 

N41/126 

N41/127 

N41/128 
N41/129 

N41/130 

N41/131 

N41/132 

(993562) 

(997558) 

(998559) 

(999559) 

(001559) 
(005557) 

(992555) 

(993553) 

(998551) 

N41/133 (002547) 

N41/134 (986552) 

flat-topped spur, 70m above swamp. Two terraces and 
eight pits. 
B U R I A L C A V E , above Bethells Swamp. A t base of 
bluffs. Small cave with bones. 
R O C K S H E L T E R / M I D D E N , above Bethells Swamp. 
Beneath large overhanging bluffs beside waterfall. Shell 
eroding from outer edge of floor. Numerous karakas. 
P A , above Bethells Swamp. Along 200m of gently-
sloping, narrow headland with sheer cliffs on three sides. 
Numerous small terraces, platforms and eleven pits. 
P A R A W A I P A , Bethells Swamp (Fig. 5). On north tip o f 
low headland. Platform (40 x 20m) and terrace (40 x 
10m) surrounded on two sides by scarp and swamp, and 
on other two sides by scarp and ditch. 
P A , Koropot ik i (Fig. 7). On narrow ridge peak. Platform 
and nine terraces; seven pits and four open-ended pits. 
Shell scattered down steep east side beneath karakas. 
PITS, Lake Wainamu. On small terrace on spur. Two 
shallow pits. 

PITS, Lake Wainamu. On flattened knoll on spur. Six 
pits in two rows. 
PITS (?), Lake Wainamu. On small terrace on spur. Two 
shallow, rectangular depressions. 
PITS, Lake Wainamu. On small hill top. Five pits in 
cluster. 
B U R I A L C L E F T , Lake Wainamu. Skull found here. 
R O C K S H E L T E R , Lake Wainamu. Small area beneath 
overhang at foot o f bluffs. Karakas nearby. 
P I T S / T E R R A C E , Lake Wainamu. On low knol l , 15m 
above lake. Four pits and a terrace. 
M I D D E N , Lake Wainamu. 50m above lake. Shell eroding 
from slumped terrace edge. 
P A , Lake Wainamu (Fig. 14). On small knoll on spur, 
70m above lake. Platform; four terraces; three pits; 
trench and scarp across southern end. 
P A , Plum Pudding (Fig. 15). Atop high, bluffed h i l l , 
120m above Lake Wainamu. Platform and terraces with 
eleven pits in three rows along the top o f bluffs. Six pits 
and two terraces on the saddle ridge behind the bluff 
tops. 
P I T S / T E R R A C E S , Lake Kawaupaka (Fig . 17). On knoll 
and spur crest, 40m above lake. Platform; seven terraces; 
seven pits; shell eroding on steep south side; numerous 
karakas. 
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N41/135 (993548) 

N41/136 

N41/137 

N41/138 

N41/139 

N41/140 

N41/141 

N41/142 

N41/143 

N41/144 

N41/145 

N41/146 

N41/147 

N41/148 

N41/149 

(974542) 

(975542) 

(975540) 

(975534) 

(977532) 

(975525) 

(987532) 

(960567) 

(959569) 

(960573) 

(961576) 

(977582) 

(973583) 

(963586) 

P A / S T O N E R E T A I N I N G W A L L S (Fig. 8). On ridge 
peak between Lakes Kawaupaka and Wainamu. Platform 
and four large terraces, all with stone retaining walls. 
Four pits on platform. 
M I D D E N / T E R R A C E , south Te Henga. On low islet. 
Single terrace with scattered shell eroding around it. 
M I D D E N , south Te Henga. On point, 5m above beach 
beside mouth of Happy Valley Stream. Shell lens (5 x 
0.2m). 
M I D D E N , south Te Henga. Shell eroding from above low 
cliffs, 5-8m above beach. 
R O C K S H E L T E R / M I D D E N , Wigmore Bay. A t foot of 
cliffs beneath large overhang, 50m above sea level. Shell 
eroding from front edge of former floor level. 
PIT, Pukekowhai. On highest point along cliff ridge. 
Single pit. 
R O C K S H E L T E R / M I D D E N , Pareoha Bay. Beneath large 
overhang at base of cliffs, 40m above sea level. Shell 
eroding from edge of floor. 
P A , Cannibal Creek. On h i l l , south side of large 
waterfall. Platform; terraces; four pits; karakas nearby. 
M I D D E N , Raetahinga Point. On north side of terraced 
spur. Eroding shell lens, 0.2m deep. 
PITS, Raetahinga Point. On spur beside large freshwater 
spring. Eight circular pits or depressions. 
M I D D E N , north of Raetahinga Point, above Jonkers 
Rock. On south side of terraced spur, adjacent to large 
basin. Large lens of shell, 0.2m thick. 
M I D D E N , south of Te Waharoa Bay. On side of terrace. 
Shell eroding from slump scarp. 
P I T S / T E R R A C E S , Bethells Swamp. On 10m high island 
in Mokoroa arm of swamp. Platform; terraces; two pits. 
M I D D E N , Bethells Swamp. On edge of terrace, adjacent 
to swamp. Scattered shell eroding in cattle tracks. 
P A , Te Waharoa Point. On high cliff top, at edge of 
Table Top farm. Two terraces (total area 45 x 20m); 
ditch and bank on north side; scarp on south side and 
cliff on west side. 

D I S C U S S I O N 

The concentration of archaeological sites in the Te Henga area is undoubtedly 
due to the rich natural resources and ample flat and sheltered land available for 
cultivation and settlement. The sites can be separated into three areas, each 
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centred upon different physiographic features and resources. 

1. Coastal 
The natural food resources of the coastline were exploited by the Maoris. 

Shellfish were harvested from the sandy beaches and especially from the rocky 
coastline. Fishing off the rocks was the main method used to catch fish, but in 
periods of prolonged easterly winds the constant surf that pounds upon Te 
Henga beach would be flattened sufficiently to allow fishing parties to venture 
forth in their canoes from the Waitakere River lagoon. Mullet could be caught in 
this lagoon, and coastal birds, such as gulls, petrels and shags, nested in scattered 
spots along the coastal strip. 

The main concentration of coastal sites are clustered around the large sandy 
beaches of north Te Henga and O'Nei l l Bay, the excellent fishing rocks of Erangi 
Point, and the lagoonal waterway up the Waitakere River to Bethells Swamp 
(Fig. 19). The rugged landforms of this area (Fig. 11) were utilised for pa. 
Extensive midden deposits on the two island pa (N41/1 , 48) and on several 
terraces above north Te Henga (N41/101, 102), suggest that they were occupied 
for long periods. On other terraces the middens are small, suggesting only 
temporary or short-term use of the site. 

Te Henga was important as the mid-point on the Maori route up and down 
the coast between the Manukau and Kaipara Harbours, and a Maori track led 
across the Ranges from Te Henga to the Waitemata and Manukau Harbours via 
Oratia. The quantity of midden shells of harbour origin indicates that these 
routes were used a good deal by travelling parties, who may have stayed 
overnight at Te Henga. The cave (N41/104) beside the Waitakere River beach 
lagoon, contains large quantities of pipi and cockle shells, indicating that it may 
have been a favoured overnight shelter. 

Short-term occupation sites near fishing rocks (Fig. 19) were normally 
adjacent to freshwater. Such sites include the terraces (N41/143-146) atop the 
cliffs above Jonkers Rock, south of Te Waharoa Bay; the cave beside Waitakere 
River lagoon (N41/104); terraces behind O'Nei l l Bay (N41/12, 28, 42); and 
small terraces adjacent to the mouth of Happy Valley Stream (N41/136-138). 
The two large rock shelters above Wigmore and Pareoha Bays (N41/139, 141) 
are further from freshwater but appear to have been used on many occasions. 

Three coastal lookouts with panoramic views have been located. Taumaiti 
(N41/10) is a traditional lookout with associated cultivations. Two cliff-top sites 
(N41/97, 140), each with a pit, were most likely lookouts that were periodically 
manned when approach of hostile forces was rumoured. 

2. Swamp 
Many of the inland sites occur on the slopes around Bethells Swamp. It would 

seem that a number of these slopes, especially on the western side of the swamp, 
were periodically cleared by burning, and used for cultivation. Here there are 
numerous warm, sheltered valleys and terraces with rich sandy soil that were 
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Fig. 19. Map of Te Henga district showing location of natural food reserves, cultivated 
storage pit sites, respect to major occupation and 
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particularly prized for their kumara growing potential. Even today, the area 
around the old Waiti Settlement (N41/18) , is still used to grow excellent crops 
of kumara. Hue (gourd) was also cultivated in this area, whereas taro was 
harvested around the swamp margins and roi (bracken root) was collected from 
the scrub covered, once burned hillsides (White 1940). 

The Bethells Swamp could be navigated by canoes from its outlet to the sea 
to its head up both the Mokoroa and Waitakere River arms. Eels, waterfowl (e.g 
pukeko and native ducks) and the freshwater lobster were abundant in and 
around the swamp and Lakes Kawaupaka and Wainamu, and were a prized food 
source. Flax and raupo grew in profusion in the vicinity of the swamp and were 
extensively utilised in building construction and other crafts. 

Numerous defended and non-defended occupation and storage pit sites are 
associated with the cultivated valleys and terraces on the west and north-west 
side of Bethells Swamp and up the Mokoroa arm (Fig. 19). Further east the 
hillsides around the Waitakere River arm were in heavy bush (Kelly 1872). The 
pa (N41/121) with the best natural defences in the vicinity of the swamp, occurs 
above this arm. Also hidden up a small bushed valley in this area is a large rock 
shelter (N41/120) that may have been used by local Maoris when invading war 
parties caused them to retreat into the safety of the bush. 

3. Lakes 
Most o f the remaining inland sites occur on the slopes overlooking Lakes 

Kawaupaka and Wainamu. The majority of these slopes were probably in dense, 
virgin bush, like the rugged country further inland and to the south. The bush 
provided ample wood for the Maoris' every needs (e.g. fires, dwellings, defences 
and canoes). In the forest, they hunted birds, such as native pigeons, kiwis, 
wekas, tuis and others. They also captured the rats that thrived in the forest, as 
additional food (White 1940, p. 211). The fruit of some of the native plants 
were also collected for food, chiefly karaka and hinau berries and kiekie fruit. 

N o occupation sites have been recorded from the north side of Lake 
Wainamu, but four clusters of small pits on the ridges in this area, were probably 
for storage buildings hidden away in the bush. Four sites (N41/34, 130, 131, 
134) with midden, terraces and/or pits are very close to the lake waters and were 
probably occupied during normal times. When threatened by hostile forces, 
however, the Maoris probably retreated to their defended pa (N41/132, 133, 
135) high above the lakes in the south-east. 

Judging from the number of pa and other occupation sites in the area, the Te 
Henga district was probably permanently inhabited and frequently visited by 
food-gathering and travelling parties, for much of the pre-European period of 
Maori occupation of New Zealand. Definite conclusions as to the age of various 
sites and their length of occupation cannot be drawn without considerably more 
research and excavation. Suffice to say that artifacts both archaic and classic 
have been found throughout the Waitakeres, and pa site designs are very varied. 
Inland pa without ditch and bank or scarp defences may have been older than 
the pa heavily defended with earthworks (Green 1963). 
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